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P R O 5. E. E D £ N G S
MR., CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: We will hear arguments 

next in No- 77-888, Vitek against Miller.

Mr. Karamerlehr, I think you can proceed when you

are ready.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF MELVIN KENT KAMMERLOKR 

ON BEHALF OF APPELLANTS

MR. KAMMERLOKR: Thank you, your Honor.

Mr. Chief Justice, may it please the Court: As the 

Court knows, this case involves the broad question of the

transfer of a penal complex: inmate to a mental hospital, a 

State mental hospital. More narrowly encompassed probably 

within that question is the constitutionality of a Nebraska

statute which providas generally that upon a finding by a 

physican or psychologist appointed by the Director of

Corrections that an .inmate has a mental defect or suffers from

a mental defect and it is also the opinion of this physician

or psychologist that he canno 

penal institution which ha is

c be properly treated in the

in, the Director may transfer him

to & State mental hospital.

It also provides, and I think one of the things 

the lower court overlooked, was that the transfer is for

examination, study, and treatment and that the State mental 

hospital has the duty to send the inmate back when treatment is 

no longer necessary.
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QUESTION; May he ba detained .In the mental hospital 
beyond what would be the expiration of his term of imprison
ment <

MR. KAMf4i5RLOHR: Ho, your Honor. One, ho way not 
be detained beyond what is necessary for treatment; number 
two, if two psychiatrists —■■• whan his prison term expires, if 
two psychiatrists find that ha should ba retainad, then they 
must file and see that he gets the same mental health commit
ment that persons on the outside receive.

QUESTION: Civil commitment„
MR. KAMMERLOHR: Civil commitment, yes, your Honor, 

the same one.
QUESTION: I suppose you can transfer a prisoner 

and keep him in the mental facility during his term, during 
his prison term, for reasons and under circumstances that you 
couldn't get him committed after his prison term is over.

MR. KAMMERLOHR; No, your Honor.
QUESTION: No? You mean if you couldn't commit a

r

person out on the street, you couldn't transfer one of these 
prisoner's to the mental facility?

MR. KAMMERLOHR: I sea what you mean. I thought 
you meant after the term had expired, your Honor.

QUESTION: No. During the prison term you can 
transfer him to the mental facility for reasons that would 
never justify putting him there after his term is over.
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MR. KAMMERLOHR: Possibly. It’s strictly, 
according to the statute, on the opinion of the physician, or 
the psychologist.

QUESTION: Putting it the same way, if he is in 
prison, you may transfer him for reasons which perhaps if he 
never had gone to prison, you could not initially commit him,

MR. KAMMERLOHR: Yes, your Honor.
QUESTION: Is that right?
MR. KAMMERLOHR: ?or examination, study, and 

treatment. On the other hand, the receivers at fcho State 
mental hospital must then *— and they are bound by statute 
to transfer him back if he should not have treatment.

QUESTION: Yes, but that's just a question of 
treatment, isn't it? But he can't go back if he wants to.
He can be detained there against his will if -they think he 
needs treatment.

MR. KAMMERLOHR: That’s correct, your Honor.
QUESTION: But he is going to be detained somewhere 

against, his will.
MR. KAKHERLOHRs He is going to be detained some

where .
QUESTION r. Suppose he developed symptoms of acute 

appendicitis, what do they do with him?
MR. KAMMERLOHRs Any hind of physical, your Honor, 

they do the same thing. They either fcr..



QUESTION: For any illness, they transfer him to

a hospital.

MR. KAMMERLOHRs They treat him if they can at the 

penal institution. If they cannot, they take him into the 

city of Lincoln to a private hospital visually.

In this particular case, for example, the appellee 

Jones burned himself, lit a mattress while he was k solitary 

confinement, burned himself very badly, and was taken in 

emergency to a private hospital, St. Elisabeth's Hospital in 

Lincoln, and remained in their burn unit -- they have special 

burn unit — for five months with .this condition, vary bad 

burns.

QUESTIOK: Suppose a prisoner says, ”1 am now in 

this mental facility and you propose to give me some shock 

treatments," or something like that, "Well, 1 don't want those 

treatments. I want to go back. I know you have got to keep 

me somewhere, but I don't want to be over here and submit to 

the treatments.’'

Now, I take it you would say that although if he 

weren't in prison the State couldn't keep him, you think you 

are entitled to keep him because ha has been, sentenced to a

prison term.

MR. KftMMERLOHR: Well, my argument runs this way,

your Honor, that those things should be properly attacked on 

a question cf the conditions of confinement, -the constitutions
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of the conditions and -that having a commitment procedure 
such as the lower court tried to dasigr here is not even 
going to cone close to reaching the problem, because of the 
variety find availability and quality of the facilities, all 
over the United States. And to try to make one blanket rule 
of commitment doesn't reach the problem, that those things 
ought to be looked into, which they are all the time in 
42 U.S.C. 1983 cases, civil rights cases, as to the —

QUESTION; Take a specific example that Mr. Justice
Vfn:Ite suggested to you, he doesn't want an insulin shock

' !

treatment which is prescribed by the psychiatrist. What 
relief do you think he could have? Habeas corpus?

MR. KAMKERLOHR: Yes, your Honor. I think he 
could bring habeas corpus or civil rights action on the 
conditions and test out whether that decision is proper.

These are medical decisions, I think one
: • • ■'

place maybe we got off a little bit is presuming that
the health care officials aren’t going to act properly or 
that the penal officials aren’t going to act properly. I
H.

don't think we can presume that in this type of ease.
QUESTION; You don't mean ha could have habeas corpus. 

The purpose of that 1» to get released, and he can't be
'll

released,

KR. KeMMEULOURs. Hfc can ba released from the -- 
believe he could be released from the type of confinement
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that he was in «

QUESTION: Under your State habeas he cam be 

released from the mental hospital and sent back to the prison»' 

can he?

MR. KAMMERLOHR: I think it would be an action. 

Maybe it would foe mandamus or —

QUESTION s Suppose he brought habeas and the court 

said, "Well, I am not going to release you, but on this 

showing 1 will restrain the particular condition of your 

treatment, namely, the administration of insulin shock 

treatment, until there is more evidence presented." Could he 

do that under your State procedure?
;V;1

MR. KhMMEELGdR2 2 don't believe sc, your Honor.

QUESTION? How about Federal habeas?

MR. KhMMLRuGHR; I think £a a Federal habeas or 

Federal civil rights action that anything could fes done.

As this Court wall knows, we have been involved in 

civil rights actions on the constitutionality of the care and 

treatment in mental health facilities, in mentally retarded
i. ' • .•’!

facilities, in prisons. Unfortunately, none of those cases 

have reached this Court yet. But the Federal district courts 

are setting up all kinds of guidelines and rules that these

facilities must follow., And it seems to me that if the 

court said that you ear or you may or may not give him a shock 

treatment unless you do thus and so, l think that can all foe
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'done under a proper ruling of a. civil rights action.
Maybe it would help if I backed up to the posture 

.of this case. I filed a motion for summary judgment. This
action was brought that the Nebraska statute for transfer was
;Uv •

Unconstitutional on its face,, and I filed a motion for summary
r.

./•’judgment, which was overruled. There was no allegation that 
the State had not followed that statute. And it seems to me 
under Meachum v. Fano and Montanye v. Haynes that the question is 
dees transfer to a mental hospital come within those two esses? 
Does he have some right, some liberty interest, which had not 
been extinguished at the trial?

The lower court didn't directly face that issue.
The lower court said that the Nebraska statuto gave him an 
expectation within the exception to Meachum and Montanye , but 
they didn’t then refer to tha method of tha transfer. They 
merely said, «This in an exception to Montanye and Meaohnia 
and therefore he is entitled to due process hearing.”

The Stato statute is what was conferred. If you
c,.

rely on State lax*, what was conferred was that he may be 
transferred,or may not if you want to taka the negative, 
unless a physician finds that he should be. And this all

. V.-.U

happened. There is no allegation that this did not happen. 
Therefor©;, it’s no longer an exception to Meachum, and we have 
to go back to Meachum and do ws want to extend Meachum that.if ....

far then
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QUESTIONS Bo you ■ think the State law means that 

his transfer is conditional cr the fact of a finding by a 

doctor rather than on the truth of the fact?

MR. K/U'iMEfeXOHRs Yes, your Honor.

QUESTION? And that finding is not after an

adversary proceeding of any kind.

MR. KAMMSRLOHK.s Xt*s not what, sir?

QUESTIONS That doesn’t follow an adversary proceed

ing of any kind, it's just a doctor ©«amines him and concludes, 

MR, KAMMEKLOHR: That8a correct. And X chink that

everthing that was conferred by statute has been followed.

So then the next question is should Meaohura include transfer 

to a mental hospital the same as it includes transfer to other 

types of penal facili ties when this is within the contemplation 

of: the sentence? It was certainly within the contemplation 

of the sentence that a person may go to some kind of a 

hospital. All of our statutes include this, and they are very 

bix>«d to the Director of Corrections what he may do with 

various prison inmates.

QUESTION? Xf a patient gets violent, as some of 

the incorrigible ones do, do they administer tranquilizers

sometimes, if you know?

MR, KAMMES10HEt I am sure they must. They have 

& prison physician.

This is another thing that's wrong, i.t seems to me,
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with attacking this problem on the transfer due process 
proceeding is that it doesn’t apply to fcre&tmant withia. the 

penal institution. It only applies to transfers- to a State 

hospital.

QUESTIONs It doesn’t apply if yon are taking him 

downtown to have his appendix removed, either, you said.

MR. K&MM3SRLGHR; Ho, your Honor. Nor maybe for 

some treatment for venereal disease.

QUESTIONi The only difference is that he is very 

glad to go to get the treatment. Isn’t that why it doesn’t 

come up? If a man has got appendicitis, 1 can’t conceive of 

him 'complaining about being cured of appendicitis.

MR. KMZfrIEIiLOHRs That’s true, your Honor, but if

you had ~~

QUESTION: But if you say some people are crazy, 

they get very -- what is it? —> they don’t agree with you.

MR. XAtfMEftLOHR: That’s true.

QUESTION; I think that’s the difference. X don’t 

think the other one for just ordinary medical treatment, I . 

don’t think the problem comes up much.

MR. KhMMERLQHR: But I think that tbs.interest we 

all have is — suppose it were a heart operation or a tumor

.hi r, for ::o.v': tumor. 11 interested in getting

the basic diagnosis». I think even the inmate wants to know,
3 Do I —
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QUESTIONs That’£ the point. He is going to 

cooperate with that. But what would happen if hs didn't? 

Suppose ho said, ”1 want to lay hero and die with this 

appendicitis.R

MR. KMMEI&OHRs lie's not going to cooperate with 

just having the operation * He’s going to cooperate with 

having the diagnosis* And i say thafc-s what we are trying to 

do here. We want to send him over for diagnosis,

QUESTION z 1 see.

MR. KAMMERIsOHRs If: their diagnosis does not

agree, they will send him back.

QUESTION) see,
MR* KAMMERLOHF:: It seems to ms it’s a medical, 

problem, and. that• this due process hearing isn't going to 

gain anything. When you have e. prison guard or someone sitting 

as a hearing officer and we got involved in an adversary

proceeding similar to trying to determine whether a criminal 

defendant knows right frost wrong or not and the Stats goes out

and gets ’their psychiatrist and the defendant goes out and 

gets his psychiatrist and you have a knock-down, drag-out on

•the question of mental illness or not, wa are not going to 

gala anything. Plus the ecust here said that he is entitled

to counsel „ So if vo have to get involved in that sort of 

thing and all the- places in the United States have to gat 

involved in that thing, rather than relying upon our doctors,



X don’t think it is going to reach the problem* And it doesn 

reach it on in-house treatment at all* Some of these 

facilities have hospitals even# and it doesn’t apply to them. 

Some have clinics and different things to handle mental 

patients.

QUESTION; Mr, Attorney General# is Jones still

in Indiana?

MR. KAMMERLOHR: Pardon ms # your Honor?

QUESTION: Is Mr* Jonas still in Indiana?

MR. KAMMBRLOHR: Yes<, Mr, Jones is presently 

in Danville, Illinois# your Honor.

QUESTION: Danville# Illinois?

MR. FiVMMERLQE.P,s In a veterans3 hospital.

QUESTIONS Is he getting involuntary medication 

there# do you know?

MR. KhMMERLOHRs Well# he agreed to go there on 

his limited parole# so I assume that anything he gets there 

is voluntary. However# on that particular point# he has 

four or five years to run# and I as suit® that he may violate - 

or be sent back to Nebraska at any time# and we will be back ' 

in the sam© problem again.

Thank you# your Honors.

QUESTION: Mr. KaaSmerlohr# you didn’t mention 

the question of mootness,, Are you going to roly on your

33

brief for that?



MS. imieSTIObE: Except what 1 was just referring to; f
r"?., Justice Blackmun on that: question —

QUESTION As to where he. is now, yes, Danville,

Illinois»

MR* KAMMER2.0HR: Danville, Illinois, ancl ha may 

oorae back. He has four or five years left on his sentence, 

and this issue as to this particular appellee could arise at 

any time . I think if’3 different than the cases this Court 

has had on the question of pre-parole hearing and that sort 

of: thing, because once a parole is given, that settles it for 

that issue. And this parole her© was actually very limited 

for the purpose of mental treatment, which probably was 

instigated by what happened in this case.

QUESTION: You would base the rule on the need for 

treatment rather than on the need to segregate, that the

rule didn't coma about because of any decision by the 

prison administrators that one® it's determined that a. person 

is mentally ill, that he. may be disruptive or 'that he should 

be separated from the prison population? It isn’t that*

I on wanted to transfer him for treatment, is that it? 

MR, KAMMERLOKRs For diagnosis*

QUESTION t And treatment«

MR. Ki&MERLOER: And treatment if necessary. 

QUESTION: But it isn’t on the notion that you

want to segregat® him



MR. KAMMERLOEHs No, your Honor

QUESTION: So you are not relying on the fact that 
a mentally ill patient kept in the penal complex might be 
a burden on the other inmates at all?

MR, KAMMBSLOHRj Yes, I am relying on that also,
your Honor.

QUESTION: X thought you just disavowed it in your 
answer fc© Mr, Justice VJhite,

MR, XAMMERLOHR: Not to segregate him. This is 
the thing. If he is segregated in the penal institution,, 
this rule of this lower court did not apply, the requirement 
of a hearing. And that's one thing I am saying is wrong with --

QUESTION: It wouldn't satisfy the prison authorities 
just to have him insulated or have him segregated from the 
other prisoners. You want to transfer him for treatment.

MR. KAMMKRLOHRs Yes, your Honor, pr.imari.ly. In 
our particular situation, because although at the time of 
•this hearing there was a psychiatrist, now there is no longer 
a psychiatrist even working in the prison.

QUESTION: Mr. Attorney General, the prison has 
no ..jurisdiction over the hospital. One© he goes there the 
p3t.i;3on hasn't, anything to do with him, does it? fas or no?

QUESTION: Is if a State institution?

MR, KAMMERLOHRs It's a State institution. The 
directore are appointed by the Governor. The statute



authorises it# and the statute also requires them to send.

hi,a back.
QUESTIONi If they are entitled to coma back.

But I mean the prison does not describe what 

treatment he gets .

MR. KAMMERLGERj No, your Honor.

QUESTIONs They don't have anything to do with that.

MR. KAMME3RLOHR: No, your Honor.

QUESTION: And once they send him over there, 

unless the hospital thinks he is ready to come back, the 

prison authorities can’t demand that he come back.

MR. KAMMERLOHRs No, 1 don’t believe they could, 

your Honor. Although the statute specifically leaves him in 

the custody of the prison authorities while he is there, so 

possibly they could. The statute does say that they remain 

legally in the custody of the prison authorities, not the 

raantal hospital.
QUESTIONs But the warden in the prison hasn't any

power, under the statute as 1 understand it# to say to tho 

mental hospital# "Pleas® send this man back, even though you

think he needs treatment •take it that's the decision of

the mental hospital.

MR. KAMMERLOBR: 1 

I don * t interpret the statute 

said, MWa want to sand him to

would think so. It should be. 

that if the prison authorities 

a different mental hospital,51
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that they could not get him back®

QUESTION s What do you do with the last sentence: of 

the statute, on appendix page 5 of your jurisdictional statute, 

that says, "A person who is so transferred shall remain 

subject to 'the jurisdiction and custody of the Department of 

Correctional Services and shall bo returned to the Department 

when, prior to the expiration of his sentence, treatment, in 

such facility is no longer necessary.”

You say that the treatment-is-no-longer-necessary 

decision ie one that is made by the people in the transferee 

facility,and the warden in ths transferring facility must 

respect it?

MR. KAMMSBLGBRi Yes, your Honor.

QUESTION; Isn't the purpose so that the mental 

institution can't turn him loose on the public? Isn't that 

it?

MR. KAMMERLOHRs That's right, your Honor.

QUESTIONS And if they are going to turn him loose, 

• they turn him back to the prison.

MR. KAK&EKLOHR: That's right, your Honor., That's

the way I understand it.

And also we have another statute, Section 83-100 

liz as — X have Included it in here? it

already in her® 

that personae 1

. but it3 e al&o required under that statute 

of the Departmant of Public Institutions in any
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casa, relating to civilians or anybody else, when the 

superintendent of any facility believes someone is improperly 

in that facility, he has a duty immediately to notify the 

director of the Oeparteeat and have his transferred to a proper 

facility or discharged»

So the recipients here do have statutory require

ments as far as not holding someone, as in these cases that 

used to come out and someone languishes for years in some 

place ha shouldn't foe» This isn't the problem any more, it 

shouldn't be. And if it is, it should coma under a civil 

rights case where that can all foe looked into. These facts 

ware not even brought out particularly in this case. At least 1 

claimed they shouldn't have bean brought out under the motion 

for summary judgment*

QUESTION Mr» K&rmerlohr, you. and your colleague,

Mr* frTorta, both apparently agree that the case is not moot, 
as' I read your nonprintad briefs« Hot-', did the question 'of 

mootness get into this case? .hid the Court ask —

Mil* EAMMEl'LOHRs The court asked us to prepare our 

typewritten brief, your Honor*

QUSSTXOHs On mootness.

MR * KM-IMERLOHRs On mootness.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER? Mr. Wurfcs „
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ORAL ARGUMENT.OF THOMAS A. WJRTS ON 

.'BEHALF OF APPELLEES

MR. HURTSs Mra Chief Justice, your Honors, may it 

please the Courts X will address icy argument first of all to 

the issue of mootness.

I last spoke with Larry Jones approximately three. 

mid a half to four weeks ago- He indicated to me at that time 

that h© was still incarcerated in the Danville, Illinois, 

veterans’ hospital. He was on a locked security ward, X posed 

to him the question as to whether or not. h© is receiving 

medication, whether or not this is voluntary or involuntary.

He indicated that he was taking the medication that was

prescribed for him voluntarily.

QUESTION} Do you suggest that the State of Nebraska 

has any responsibility for either his custody or his treatment 

at the present time?

MR. WURTZ: Yes, your Honor. I think because of the 

very limited nature of the parole that was given to Mr. Jones -•

he wasn’t given a parol© on which he could go out and. live in

society. He couldn’t seek a job. He was told to go strictly 

to the mental hospital and to abide by that.

QUESTION? That was a condition of his parol©.

she
m, WORTS ?

Id choose to vielat

Condition of his parole. Blit if he 

:e that, he would be back in the State of

Ntaoraska,
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QUESTION? If h& escaped from the veterans’ hospital 

in 'Illinois* he would foe in violation of the conditions of 

parole and would foe a fugitive, wouldn't he?.i *

MR. WUE.T2j That is correct* your Honor,

But also, if he were to probably not take his

indication, I would suggest 'that he would probably oo-aa back to
»

the State of Nebraska also.
QUESTION; Is there any reason to believe that the 

State of ~~ not. the State of Illinois, but the Veterans’ 

administration has some bias against him or is treating him 
improperly in any way?

ME. WURTZ: iJall, 1 have no knowledge of that. It 

doesn't appear in the record. Of course, ha was transferred there 

after the hearing was concluded, but X haves no knowledge of 

that. } That is not one of our contentions,

QUESTION: You suggested a moment ago that if he 

didn’t take his medication, he would soon be back in Nebraska.

£$ that on the thought that the veterans5 hospital would refuse 

to have anything more to do with him?

MR. WURT2s Somewhat, your Honor. £ think inherent

In being treated by a psychiatrist, the psychiatrist would fool 

that you have to agree with thair diagnosis and gs along with 

their proscriptior, or they can't do anything with you. I think

if foie would not want fco take his medication, the payehiafrist

there cn that wing of the vet-arans hospital would probably
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send him back,
QUESTION 3 But that is true of lots of other 

complaints besides psychiatric ones, As I understand it* if 
you have a back problem, a liver problem, any number of things 
that happen to people twice your age, yon can find out, that 
the doctor says, "Either do this, follow my advice, have an 
operation, don't have an operation, or X just can't go on 
treating yon,” It's not limited to psychiatric car©,

ME, WURT2% I would suggest, your Honor, that one 
has an inherent right to refuse medical treatment whether he 
be a civilian walking around on the street or whether he be 
in prison. It’s different when you are talking about refusing 
medication, though, because once you give the Stato the power 
to transfer someone from a psnal complex to a mental institu
tion, as we see in the record hero, you-give the psychiatrist 
ths power to place that person on medication, which they cannot

t

refusa to take.
QUESTIONS Whet if it was LSD in the experimental 

phases that jsie reads about in the newpaper with experimental 
drugs. Are you suggesting that that is permissible, but soma- 
thing other than medication isn’t?

MR« WORTS s Who would b© administering this 
experimenta 1 drug?

QUESTIONs Whs doctor«
MR. WDRTSs 2 would say that the patient would have
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the right not to take» it»
QUESTION t Putting it another way , if you have 

got appendicitis, they take you to the city hospital. You 
could object to that?

MR0 WORTSs Most people would not, but I think 
they would have the right to.

QUESTIONS Would yon say they have the right to 
commit suicide?

QUESTIONS Are you going to have a hearing to see 

whether lie should have his appendix removed?
MR. wsstSZi Wo, w© don't need a hearing for that, 

but X think there is a right ~~
QUESTION: what if he says he is a Christian 

Scientist .and he .doesn't want to submit te any surgery.
MR. WORT3s I think he should have that right not 

to submit to surgery, and his incarceration should not aalte 
any difference.

QUESTION* Is an issue the right to transfer at 
all in tills case? Are we to judge this case on the assumption 
that the State had the power to transfer him if they went 
through the right procedures?

MR. W&SZt That5& what the State is contending.
QUESTIONS How about your position?
MR. WURTZs My position .1® that the lower court was 

correct in finding that statute, 83~130, unconstitutional.



Lot USQUESTIONS That isn’t what I asked yoti. 
suppose the State gives hiaa all the procedures that

ICR. WUSTS 2 That the lower court afforded him?
QUESTION: Is that the only issue? 2s the 

procedural due process issue the only on© that's here?
MR. WORTHS Yes, your Honor.
QUESTIONS So we judge it on the assumption that 

as long as due process was satisfied, the State had the right 
to transfer him? So we haven't got the issue in the case that 
you were just talking about, the right to refuse treatment.

MR. WORTHS That is correct# your Honor.
1 would feel that if Larry Jones would have bean 

given a hearing and would have been able to com© forward with 
psychiatric testimony of his own at the hearing to show th® 
State of Nebraska that he did not feel that he was in med of 
psychiatric care and there was a hearing and ha could 
present evidence as to that# he could have an attorney, 
and if there was a finding by an independent decision-maker 
that he was mentally ill, I think than th© State should b® able 
to transfer him to 'die Lincoln Regional Center for th© 
limited duration, for th© confinement during the period for 
which he was incarcerated, in this case three to nine years.

QUESTION ■- Just for the purpose of treatment?
MR., NORTEs Just for the purposes of treatment.

QUSSTIOHs Wh&t would happen



ME. IfRKs He could be confined whan he was treated.
QUESTIONs Suppose he becomes, violent. Suppose he 

starts beating upon everybody. Do you have to have a hearing? 
MU- WMT&z Beating up on everyone where, your

Honor?
QUESTION^ Inside the prison, the man is a raving 

maniac and he says, "A 11 you blank©ty, blank, blanks need to 
die,” and he starts banging on them. Does h® have to have
a hearing?

MR. WURTZi Yea, your Honor. That is kind of whet
’happened

QUESTION? 1'ho is going to come in there to hear it?
If he is banging on everybody, who will volunteer to hear it? 

MR. WORTS j I think it3a important —
QUESTION: Would you?
MR, WORTHS Wall —
QUESTIONS Would you?
MK„ WURTZ* Would 1 represent him?
QUESTIONS Would you volunteer to hear him? He is

beating up everybody he lays eyas on. Would you give him a 
hearing?

MR. WORTSs Yos, your Honor, I would. In the fasts
of the matter, it would probably b© a short hearing and

{Laughter,}
QuS BT£OE 3 That * e right
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MR. VJURTZs It may speak for itself when he is 

right there . But '1 still think that the transfer to tho 

psychiatric hospital is so important ~~

QUESTION: Siat’s hack up on what brought that on. 

Here is a nan who in fact sets fire to himself with burns so 

severe that he was five months in the hospital being treated 

for the bums. 2s it unreasonable to draw an inference that 

there is possibly some mental and emotional instability in 

that man -that, needs treatment?

MR. WMTZs It is not unreasonable» your Honor, 

to draw ’'that inference.

QUESTIONS Isn’t it a prlma facie eas© that h® needs
!

mental treatment?

MR. WURTSs Thera is no prima facie, ease because 

there was no one to males the case to, is my point.

QUESTIONs How about the fire?

MR, WURTZs Well, the testimony of Jones is he 

sat. his mattress on firs so that he may be moved up fco the 

prison hospital, the hospital within the prison itself. X 

don't think there was really —- although the State con tended 

that he ccmmittsd suicide, he still to this day contends that 

he did not try and easssifc suicide. And X think perhaps there 

is a reasonable inference yov can draw from what happened. 

Perhaps he did try to commit himself. But 1 as an attorney 

am bound tc still believe the words of my client. Ha fells me
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he did not commit suicide, and hi a story on the record why he 

burned up the mattress -stands *

QUJ3STX0K: Your case really depends on our assumption 

that exactly tha same treatment could have been given to him 
in the facility where he was as would be given to him in the 

facility to which he was transferred, doesn't it?

MIU HOOTS s Mo, it*s act based on that assumption»

2 think tha court below took note of that. 1 think the statute, 

83-180, states that we really won't transfer someone to the 
Lincoln Regional Center unless conditioned upon a finding that 

we can't treat them here at the penal complex.

QUESTIONt to you think that statute is —• wall,

go ahead.

S6E» WURTS5* &nd one of the Mg differences, 1 think, 

between the penal complex hospital itself and the Lincoln 

Regional Canter, the state mental hospital, is that in the 

penal complex hospital itself, a prisoner can walk down there 

voluntarily, but he doesn’t have to take felne medication» -she 

doctor can prescribe it, but ho am refuse to take it. So 

when they have serious cases like, for example, Mr, Justice 

Marshall mentioned a man that is banging on everyone, a person 

like that, h-a would have to he transferred to the regional 

center, because they wouldn’t forcibly give him medication in 

■she penal complex.

QUESTION? Do you think the statute was intended to
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confer a right on th© prisoner that certain findings be made 
or that certain fact aituatiens exist before he was transferred?

MR. WORTSs Yes, your Honor. I think the lower 

court noted that. I think it's rooted in State law that ha 

is not going to ba transferred absent that finding that he 

can't be treated at fcha penal complex stiedically.

QUESTIONS Do you think that was intended to confer 

a right on him?

MR. WURTSs There didn't seem to ba that 1 found.

there was no legislative.history that I could infer one way 

or the other from that. But X would argue that.

QUESTIONS What if they had a wing in the hospital, 
or let's say the top three floors of the hospital of the 
penal institution was a hospital for emotionally and mentally 
disturbed prisoners. How, they move him from the second floor 

to the top floor , You say they've got to have a hearing to 
do that? On the top floor I am assuming the psychiatrists are 
in charge and the function and activity 'there is the sain© as 
in the State mental institution* Do you have to have a hearing

to move him from the second floor to the sixth floor?
MR. WORTS; It. would depend upon what they arcs doing 

to those people on the sixth floor.
QUE3TXQH* The same thing they are doing here.
MR. WOWSZ; X would argue that if they are forcing 

someone to take medica-eier. against his will, placing him on a
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behavior modification progress# giving hist chemotherapy in which 

he has no say in it whatsoever, I think that h© ought to be 

afforded a hearing.

It really doesn't make any difference whether you 

put a hospital eight floors up or you put it two miles away, 

a» it is in the State of Nebraska. It’a the nature of what 

they do to people.-,, the prisoner when he is transferred.

QUESTION s VJhem ho went to the burn hospital e 

didn't he get soma treatment?

MR* WURTEs He didn't receive any psychiatric 

treatment* Ha received *—

QUESTIONt Didn't ha gat treatment?

MR. WORTS* He received treatment just for his

burn's.

QUESTIONs He sort of enjoyed it, didn't he?

MR. WURTEs Pardon me?

QUESTION3 He sort of enjoyed it, didn't fee? 

la didn't complain, did he?
MR, WORTSs Of his burns?

QUESTION: About the treatment.
MR. WORTSt No, Sir.
QUESTION2 had he didn't have a hearing either,

die be?

MR. WURTE; He didn't have a hearing. He requested 

the medical treatment. He had no problem with the medical
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treatment. He wanted the xr.cai treatment *
QUESTION 5 So it's up to him us to whether he v?ants 

the hearing®
ME. WORTSs h hearing on the issue -••- 
QUESTIONS It5a up to him as to whether ho wants 

a hearing for medical treatment.
MR. WORT'S? He didn't request one, so you might say that. 
QUESTION? So that's where we end up®
I understand from the Attorney General that they 

just wanted him to go to this other hospital to be examined? 
and if he was"found not in need of treatment? fee would be 
returned to wh ere h© wanted to be. Isa * t -that correct?

MR. WRY'A s That isn't the policy? as 1 understand it, 
and X don't think there is much evidence on -~

QUESTIONs Is that what the statute provides?
MR. WURTJSs The statute provides that. They say. 

aWe send you for evaluation or treatment,* but in essence all 
’psychiatric care is- evaluation and treatment. If someone is 
sent to the Regional Center — and the record is clear on
■this point what happened to Larry Cones, a® was sent over 
there, and tho minute he was there he was placed on thoraaine, 
and he refused thorasine, so what they did, they strapped him 

injected the thorasine into his body* He was .
i. r*

iah different place of confinement for sure. He didn't really 
have any choice what was going to happen to Mm.
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QUESTIONS But that has nothing to do with hia 
having been transferred, does it? As you said,, they could have 

done it eight floors up in the same building.

MR. KURTZs It hits everything to do with why he was 

transferred» X mean, that9s why X think we need a hearing 

when you transfer sessa one»

QUESTION! .There is a little confusion here»- I

think, as to what the issue is* Perhaps it could he clarified 

. if you could say what would he the issues at the hearing»

MR» WURTZj The issues at the hearing would be 

whether or not the patient or the inmate was mentally ill and

a danger to himself or others.

QUESTION$ hr© you going to hold that hearing 
before you have a diagnosis?

MR. WORTSs It is contemplated, your Honor, that 

there will be other diagnoses given at the hearing.

QUESTION 8 That is what he is being sent for to the 

hsopital. They ean*t give a diagnosis in one day or two days.

MR. WURTI * Wh&t I an saying is that the record

shows -that the Stata sayr*, sent Larry Jones over fclier© for 

evaluation.w But what happened, the first day he got there, 

they strapped bin down and injected him with thorasine. That* s 

hot evaluation.

QUESTIONS The issues, then, you say would be

V?iistfesr or not fee is mentally ill and, if so, if fee is a



If the finding after adanger to himself and others. Then, 

full due process hearing with counsel is that, yes, he is 

mentally ill and, yas, he is a danger to himself and others# 

upon that finding * do you then concede that h© could be 

transferred against hi a .will to a mental hospital for involtmta 

treatment?
MS. WURTE% Yes, your Honor, just the same as if he 

were to tos civilly committed.

QTJESTXOHt You do.

MR, WORTSs Yes, sir.

QUESTXOHs 1 think that clarifies it, which is what 

X thought it was.

QUESTIONS But the statute doesn't require any 

finding that fc© is a clangar to himself and others*

MR. WORTHS It certainly doesn't*

QUESTIONS X know, but why do you put that in?

I thought you had said a moment ago that we really weren't 

dealing with that issue, that we just assume that if the 

procedure is right, he could ha -transferred, regardless of 

what the substantive findings might be.

MR. WORTS? Your Honor, if we had a hearing, 1 

think we would have to establish soma type of burden of proof. 

The lower court found the statute unconstitutional and 

It mandated a hearing and said it would leave it up to the

legis la bur©
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QUESTIONS The court of appeals dlda't «ay they ha&
to find that he was a danger to himself or others.

MR* WURCTs That's correct* 1 am inferring — that
would be the burden of proof to civilly commit one in the

?
State of Nebraska is establish mandamus foe found and the 
scheme of the mental health commitment statutes,

QUESTIONs But the district courtf X thought, went 
on quite a different theory than your answer to my brother
Stewart. It didn't talk about th© right to refuse involuntary 
treatment* It went on a Maaofaum v. Fane, Montanys analysis 
of a right of someone already committed to have some sort of
tearing before he was transferred to another kind of
)o0v
institution*

MR* ffURTSs. X think the lower court mad© it clear. 
' ] 

though„ as stated in it© findingsfthat this was in essence
d transfer from a prison to a mental hospital and did say that 
it was therefore different* But it went ahead to find 
the exception to Mgaqhua*

QUESTION» But it rested its judgment I thought
oca th® fact that State law conferred this right on hi®* 

brother Stewart's question© were: surely, oven though
. j-!.' ' ..V

:"v.":.to law c&dn’t confer a right upon you to fofe fra©
Involuntary brain surgarya you might well have a due . '. ns
right,, But it wouldn't b© a Me&ohy&i v* Fane type analysis,.

QUESTIONs St makes it a different issue, a different



case if that's what the isses is. But as 1 understand it now, 
that53 siot your contention. As 1 understand it now, it would 
have been an irrelevant claim in this due process hearing 
where he is represented by counsel for him to say, "2 am a 
Christian Scientist and X don’t believe in any kind of 
administration of drugs in my body." Correct? Do 1 understand 
that correctly?

MR u WORTS s 1 am not. sure of the answer to that
question.

QUESTION? Well, is that what the issue is here?
QUESTION* You answered the question a while ago 

and said the issue wasn't hare, that issue wasn’t here at all.
QUESTIONs He answered it a couple different ways.
MR. WDRTZ: I will stick with that.
QUESTIONS Mr. Wurts, what would you do with an 

institution in a State not too far fro®, hero, New York, that 
has on© prison that's in two parts. One pari1, is criminally 
insane, and the other part is just criminal. And they move 
him across to the insane part. Do they have to have a hearing 
to do that?

ME. i:'UE‘?s« Here again, your Honor, it would depend 
'upon the difference in the scop© of the treatment that would 
be given to the individual.

QUESTIONS It would be different treatment. One is
medical and on© is not.



MR* W9RT2: 1 would argue that we would.hairs to
have a hearing.

QOESTXQN % Suppose they had a full hospital, and 
massy institutions have very good hospitals „ many criminal
institutions. &ncl the man was there and they said9 "With this 
type of disease you have, I am going to have to give yon this 
drug?” and you say, “I won’t take it** Then do you have a 
hearing?

MR. WORTSs Xs this a psychiatries drug?
QOSSTSOMi Kop air. It’s a drug? and X don’t need 

anytdiing to ha added to it. It’s a drug that X don’t want? 
the prisoner doesn’t want — aspirin? anything. Does he have 
to have the hearing?

Ml* WM¥%t Aspirin, I would say no? thoraaine,
2 would say yes.

QUkSSTXOHs why? What’s the difference between the 
two if it93 the man’s individual right you are talking about?

MR. WUF.TZ s Because a man that is on aspirin for 
two years will not have anything wrong with him after two years 
and we don’t know? the state of psychiatry is at an infant
stage

Lght

QUESTION: 
to decide whethe

thou tho man doesn't have an nbeolutc 

v he will trdos a certain, treatment or

hot. Are you shifting again?

MR. WSf&fEi; Wall, I am perhaps shifting for aspirin?



but X am not shifting for an operation*
QUESTION: 1 thought you said a drug, a certain 

kind of drugs.
I just want to know what this right that this man 

has* to have a hearing for is.
MR« HURTS* St’s the right not to have —
QUESTION: We all know I'm not a physician# but X 

could take any drug in the world and you can find two doctors 
one says it’s right and the other says it's wrong, Now# who 
decides that?

ME. %XJ%sz$ I think we should have a hearing# firs 
of all# for psychiatric peoples# if there is a psychiatric 
problem# to determine whether or not this person is mentally 
qu&lifiod to stake that decision,

QUESTION: Don't you agree that before the hearing 
S3 should he examined?

MR* HURTS s Yec, and 1 think that is done ~~ 
QUESTION? That's what wo have dost© here*
MR. HURTS: That's done pursuant to *■
QUESTION: Wasn't ha to go for examination? And 

hi staid they gave him a drug*
ME. HURTSs Bo# he was given a 30-day initial

rr-c ... : j^:.kv; to fit'-iTS when ha initially went into
We Nebraska Penal Correctional Oompleee» Then, he was 
transferred# with ao dua process guarantees# to the Regional
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Center and then administered the drug.
QUESTIONs Wall, how could he he examined except to 

h® transferred?
HR. WORTSs Well, the statute 8O-170 —
QUESTIONz Are there any facilities in the prison 

involved to give him a psychiatric examination?
MR. WURTSs Yea, your Honor, there is a psychiatrist, 

or there was on®.
QUESTION 2 3%- question was to make a thorough

psychiatric examination«,
MR. WUSTZ t The statutes contend that —
QUESTIONS If you find a prison with on® of those, 

you let aia know, will you? Non© of them have that. That's 
why they sent him to those institutions.

MR. HURTSs I donef: know why they sent him to these 
Institutions«

QUESTION: Isn’t that right?
MR. WURTZ t 1 don’t know •
QUESTIONs why are you objecting if you don’t know

why?
MR. WORTS: Why what?
QUESTION: Why are you objecting if you don’t know

y?hafc yon are objecting to.
wuaxs 8 I am objecting to tea fact that‘ha was 

not given a hearing oafore h© was sent over there.
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QUESTION; And that's all the objection»
That5s all.
QUESTIONS 2 don* t think under here at this hearing, if 

no psychiatrist has been able tc give him a 30- or a 60-day 
examination, do you think any psychiatrist is going to sate an 
evaluation on just walking into a hearing room and giving a 
judgment? Or is he going to say he wants at least a 30-day 
and perhaps more?

MR, WURTZs I would hope he would have a 30-day and 
perhaps more.

QUESTION; Isn’t that what the State of Nebraska 
did to him here, send him to a place where he could got an 
adequate ©semination?

MR* HURTSt No, they didn't, your Honor» They sent 
him over there and they didn't give him any examination at 
all. They strapped him down and gave him medication*

1 think when the lower court indicated that they 
wanted a hearing, I think that the hearing, they are indicating 
that in that hearing there will h® separate testimony from 
different psychiatrists, And it would h© hoped that tlia 
patiant involved would be able to have independent psychiatric 
tc-rstir.t.o":y of his own that hi. could offer at that hearing.

2 think the important thing to realise and why tills 
d&30 is different from Neaehura v. Fano is the fact that it is
« transfer from a prison to a mental hospital, and 2 'think the
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lower courts arid other courts have taken note of the fact that 
there is a stigma that does attach to people whan they are 
transferred and placed in psychiatric ©ore* which is not the 
same type of stigma :»ae would receive if he were to be given 
just medical care»

■' v

QUESTION? what if he- ware transferred for treatment 
for alcoholism?

MR« WORTS ? That is a vary difficult question, your 
Honor, because it is kind of right in between on that; line.
I am sure psychiatrists,many psychiatrists,would feel that
that is a psychiatric problem in and of itself why that person

-* .1 !
is an alcoholi,e. But. on the other, hand, because of the 
dangerous things and bad things that it does to your liver, 
it*s a physical problem*

1 would think that alcoholism —■ it would probably 
depend upon th© typo of medication, that the psychiatrist or

, wt*

■doctor would want to prescribe for th* person that is an 
alcoholic*

QUESTION? Do you think that is a worse stigma than 
being in prison and having gone through -the process of setting 
’himself on fire? Do you think there is some stigma that is 
going to be worse than that?

HR* HURTS* $ X think the stigma at 'the present time
i

•it probably isn’t there. X think the scars that he may have, 
physical scare e are probably worse than any stigma he will sea
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I later on in his life.

C08STXGHt 'Ion don’t feel that we are getting 

away and maturing in oar concepts of psychiatric treatment

as contrasted with 20 years ago?

ME. WOET2i Do 1 think we are getting away, your

Honor?

QOSSlMGNs Getting away from the old stigmatising 

approach» you still think there is a stigma to be subjected 

to psychiatric treatment?

WURYEs X believe so, your Honor. One ©f the 

first cases X aver took as an attorney involved — it was a 

question of custody in a divorce as to whether or not «— who- 

will have the custody of the children, the husband or the wife, 

tod the husband was one time an ex-felon, and he had a 

little girl, and it was brought up at the time of the hearing 

that the other attorney introduced evidence to the effect that 

this was a very sick person and that this sort of thing might 

reoccur again, because, wall, h© was sick once, and that seemed 

to give the judge at the tame an irrebuttable presumption that 

h© might he sick again,

QHBSTIOHs You think if someone undergoes psycho*» 

analysis, that he is stigmatised?

WOSl'S i Probably less so if he had that done

voluntarily.

QUESTIONS CarefuJ how you answer that.
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^ MR. WURT2 2 X think if one goes voluntarily, X think
you waive any stigma that might attach to yourself» But if 
you are sent over chara anci told* “You bo confined, over there

f A f with sick people, psychiatric people,” I.think tha stigma, 
that might stay with you, particularly if you didn’t want to 
go. Certainly Larry Jones is g$ing to remember being strapped 
down and injected with thorasin®. In Re Ballay, a casa X 
cited in my brief, detailed a number of restrlotions or 
stigmatizing things which still follow —

QUESTION: Of course, in .an ordinary hospital you 
can, be strapped down and injected ;*ifch things you don't like 
to remember very well.

MR. HURTS? That's true, but,your Honor, in this 
case the State of Nebraska did not involuntarily treat people for

r.i' J

psychiatric problems in the penal complex itself. This; was
*»

something that %ra& to be don® at th© Lincoln Regional Center.
Xn Re Ballay does talk about a number of State 

constitutional statutory restrictions on voting rights, 
restrictions on one's right to serve on a Federal -jury, 
restrictions in some States to gat a driver's license. Right 
now if you want to purchase & gun, there is a question on th© 
questionnaire as to whether or not you have ever been 
incarcerated in a mental hospital»

psychiatric institution .sometimes gives a rebuttable
I



presumption that ha may again suffer from, that occurrence. 

Xt]aan -bs used perhaps in soma instances to impeach his

credibility at trial if Ms credibility at trial is put at
<.t

isifii&o Jm&, again 83-180, tfcs? third part of the statute , says 

that at the end of the term if the State wishes to eospit 

'■’this parson civilly, they can do that. They can keep th®
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person there in th© hospital and them proceed with civil 

commitment procedures vary hastily*

I think, if I war© sitting on a local mental health 

board and I am the State ooaa forward with an inmate who had 

actually been there in a mental hospital for a year, year and

a half, two years, X -think there would fee a rebuttable, 

presumption* X think it's in my mind. 1 see someone walking 

in, X don’t know if he may be overraedicabsd, I don’t know what 

Itife condition is, I think I might want to put a lot of weight 

into tiie credibility of the State at that time.
rp »>/.

QUESTIONS Well, yon are going to pass this case, 

because this man is in the insane asylum right now, isn’t ho?

MR. WORTHS He is in the psychiatric ward of the 

veterans9 hospital.. lt*s a nice name for an insane asylum.

QsJHSTlOKa ce all this f you argue, is way of f -of this

case, is»8!: it?

,'C-iiJi <*. iJ-

MR, W0BT2?
.into the mocfcnss©

Well, X believe, your Honor, and this 

issue, it.6s not on th© record, Larry

•Senos took th© parol© voluntarily because it was th© only
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^ parole they offered him* Ha was so afraid of what they were
going to do to him in the State of Nebraska that ha said/ WI 
am goings and I do not. want to come back* ** That Is why ho is 
taking his medication voluntarily in Illinoisf because ho is 
afraid that he is going to be seat back to the State of 

. Nebraska, At least that is what fe® tells m.
X think the cas© is not moot/ though, because there 

are a number of casea th© Court has looked at and has found 
that there are collateral consequences to criminal convictions. 
And I think we can analogize here in th© case also because of 
the stigmatising consequences that happen to sjoaieon® whan he 
is sent to a psychiatric hospital very similar to the *■«“ 
although they go a bit farther than th© stigma which follows 
one who is* put in prison.

QUESTION: T.?hy don01 you say there is a lot 
. of difference between being in a hospital that is run by the
ith
Government and an average insane asylum run by a State,
People don't have the sms feeling about them, do they?

MR. WJWSZt X don’t think it’s as bad.
QUSSTIONs Micro is my father? “So*a in a Veteran»c

7; \
• Administration hospital.61

Sphere is my father? "He is in th© State insane
asylum for felonly insane people*" •

| There*© a difference.
IS. WURTjSs ini -th© record also doss indicate,



although I do forget the paget it was in the testimony of or. 
Coates» that I said» ”What is the Lincoln Regional Ceatar?”

'■< 4id he said» "The State mental hospital«" ht one time it was 
called the State hospital for the insane» but 1 think what.

v1
they did was just change the name in keeping with current 
psychiatric thought sc it would not sound as bad. . •

r !

QUESTION: Does the record show that his treatment 
• at Danville is any different from what ha would have had at 
the Lincoln Regional Center?

MR. WORTSs No» your Honor» it does not. The 
transfer was effectuated after the hearing in this case.

QUESTION: You are taking the position that the 
medication ho received in Danville is somehow different from 
the medication he would receive in Lincoln?
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MR. MURTKs That is correct.- your Honor» because 

he i© taking it voluntarily.

QUESTIONS Does that not maker the case moot?

MR. KURTSs No» 7, don't think the case is moot.

1 think “•»

QUESTIONS Maybe tbs Court would want it, moot» but 

we have to struggle with this» and I don't think we can 

stipulate the case out on the ground it is Root.

ME. mmTiSx I think that the Court would find that 

'there is no continuing injury. I think that you could find 

•that there are collateral eonsecruences to •this conviction —



not a conviction, but to this transfer that the State 

effectuated upon him by sending him to the Lincoln Regional 

Center.

QUESTION i Do you rant to hold Nebraska responsible 

for the collateral consequences of hie; being in Illinois in 

a mental .Institution?

MR. WUSCJZs Ee in some sense is responsible because 

he wont there voluntarily himself,, .your Honor,

MR. chief JUSTICE BURGSRs Your time has expires,

Mr. Hurts.

QUESTION; Just one more question. If you prevail 

la this litigations, your client will stay right there in 

the Veterans1' Hospital in, Illinois, won’t he?

MR. WORTSs 1 understand there is some proceeding 

to violate his parole. They are doing an investigation right 

now. But that is correct.

QUESTIONS If ha doesn't violate his parol®.

ME. WORTSs He will stay in the Danville psychiatric 

wing in the hospital.

QUESTIONs So it won't have any effect on him.

MR. HURTS: Pardon, your Honor?

QUESTIONS 1 am still into rested in this scootnese 

business, but it is too bad because th&re is no adversarial 

xral atlonahip.

MR. HURTS> 1 think there is still a spirited
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oontroversy hara fcecauts®
QUESTION: So doss your opponent. You both want to 

got it daoided ©van if it's moot.
MR. WURTEs Tour Honor, 1 do not think fchfi oas® is

moot.
QUESTIONS X know you don't.
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: You have said that 

before? now, and your time has expired *
MR. WURTZ; Thank you? your Honor.
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Do you hav® anything 

further, Mr. Kammerlohr?
REBUTTM* ARGUMENT OF MELVIN KENT KASfflSEHAOHR

ON BEHALF OF APPELLANTS
MR. KAMMERLCIIRs .1 would just like to get baok on 

■ill© track mid summarize, your Honor.
1 think the ia?sue here is this interest involved,

whether or not after a parson, has been convicted and sentenced, 
such as in Moschum and others —

» .A.tPK.t .-V sti-: "»< «MW.Vitntft

QUESTION 8 General Ktonmarlohr, could 1 ask you a
question on that?

MR. KAMMSRLQHRs Of course, your Honor.
QUSSTIOH: Supposing during a criminal trial the

teiai judge had s law clerk who knew quite a bit about 
psychiatry arid maybe his is even a medical psychiatrist, and at 
•*h&"and of the trial the trial judge said, *Vfell, I have heard
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ail the evidence and instead of sentencing yon to the prison,
I have talked to. ray law clerk and we decided it would bo 
better for you to go to a mental hospital." Could ho do that?

MR* KAKMEHLOBR; Ho, your Honor*
QUESTIONi Why not? Constitutionally could ha do 

it assuming the statutes authorized that the trial judge cm 
have discretion without any hearing on mental competence to 
send either to prison or to a mental hospital* Would the 
Constitution tolerate that?

MR* KM@SBRI.OHRs Yes, your Honor.
QUESTIONS They might want more than the law clerk’s 

opinion, however, might they not, Mr. Kararaarlohr?
MR. KAKMBRLOHRt They might. But assuming -« 1 

know what Mr* Justice Stevens is getting at is hie dissent 
as to whether or not there is a residual, after the conviction, 
any residual right such as right to religions study and right 
to reasonable medical treatment, and those things.

As to that, your Honor, l tm saying even if there 
is a residual, that the method in 'this statute satisfies the 
hearing that the lower court tried to outline.

QUESTION; Wo don’t have to be concerned about the 
mthod in this statuta unless we first decide whether the 
convicted person has any protected constitutional interest in 
not being sent to a mental institution.

MR. SfeMMHBLOHSe That’s right.
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QUESTION: 'C*5a don’t reach the statute until we 

first docide that.» And as X understand your position» the 

State can have the trial judge, without any hearing whatsoever, 

decide, nJ think I will sand you to a mental hospital instead 

of the prison, because 1 think it would be better for you* X 

have watched you during the trial, and you would probably he 

batter off over .there where they give you those very special 

treatments.* That’s your position, 1 take it,

MR. KAMMBRLOHR: It}S my position that *— it’s not 

zay position that *

QUESTION: Wa don’t have to worry about the adequacy 

of the hearing at all because there is no constitutionally 

protected interest in not being sent to a cental institution 

as opposed to another prison.

MR. KAMMSRLOBR: It’s my position that the way to 

attack that then comes later,

QUESTION: Any protection against that is a matter 

of grace by the State. It. gives whatever protection it wants 

to, But the Constitution doesn* t afford any protection. That8s 

your position?

MR. KAMMSRLOSRs I don’t believe he. could -» I 

will have to back up. X don’t believe he could b® sent for

te t term in the mental hospital if he ware than

found after be arrived there that be was not mentally ill*

2 think no could. 1)® sent, there for examination* study, and
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treetraent if necessary,
QUESTION? But doQs the Constitution guarantees him 

a hearing after 5a© gets to the mental institution? Or is 
that just a matter of grace given by the State?

MR» KhSoMKRTiOHRs The Constitution -- the only thing 
that we have gotten so far as far as this Court is concerned 
that X can recall is reasonable medical treatment»

QUESTIONt Maybe the Constitution guarantees that 
a State-can’t lock anybody up involuntarily in a hospital 
who is neither ill 'nor in need of treatment or diagnosis,

MR® KAMMERLOHRs When we do this -- 
QUESTION s To determine whether do you nasd a 

hearing before that determination is mad®, or could 1 have 
my law clerk make that determination if I were the trial 
judge?

MS. K&MMERLOHR? Wa do not need a hearing to send 
ai parson in before ho is convicted to the mental hospital to. 
seb if he is able to stand trial, far example. And while he 
is there, he is usually involuntarily confined for a period of 
time until the doctors can examin© him and deterrain© and make 
si recommendation back to the court,

QUESTION? The question is what does the Constitution 
f&cgiire» As I understand your position, if he has been 
dcinviotsd of s. trit"'-, the Cer.3titttt.ion doesn’t require anything, 
Efe can go wherever the trial judge-sends him»
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MR. KAMMBRLOHR* That's net: my positionP your Honor# 

not IOC parcent. I am saying if this Court, finds there is a 

residual# that the Efcabraska method of doing it is 

constitutional and that the Court should not have looked into 

whether any process was due in the first place, but if they 

did, that 'they should hm& found that our method was a more 

reasonable method than having this hearing.

QUESTION: I understand that*

MR. KAMMERX.QHR: That*s my total position..

QUESTION $ Your real position is that even if there 

is a liberty interest,you do give adequate procedures.

MR. KAMMERLOHRj Yes, your Honor.

QUESTION: That's your second argument. And your 

first position you don't really have a lot of confidence in# 

if Z 'understand yon.

MR. KAMMBRLGHR: My first position 1 don't talc® a3 

a strong ct\cm Moachiaa v. Pano and Montanve, but I do believe 

that this Court could put it within the framework of those 

oases.

Thank you,, your Honors.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you, gentlemen.

The ease is submitted*

(thereupon, at 3:21 p.m., the oral arguments in the 

above~entitled matter were concluded.)




